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   kah.org.uk 
 
Present:- 
Sally Lees - Chair Homewood School & Sixth Form Centre 
Neil Birch                                  The Beacon  
Alan Brookes Fulston Manor High School  
David Metcalfe  Capel-le-Ferne Primary 
Jane Partridge Northfleet Technology College 
Emma Hickling KULB 
Paul Danielsen Highworth Grammar School 
Keith Abbott Director, Education Planning & Access 
Matthew Wright Wrotham School 
Kate Wilson Chair, Leadership Strategy Group 
James Roberts CEO, The Education People 
Richard Hallett  Director of Organisation & Business Development 
Linda Pickles                            Principal Primary Improvement Adviser 
Tony Smith Consultant  
Sharon Batchelor Business Support Officer - KCC 
 
Apologies:- 
Sue Beauchamp Two Bridges School  
Matt Dunkley Corporate Director, CYPE, KCC 
Celia Buxton                            Principal Secondary and Special Improvement Adviser 
Paul Luxmoore Coastal Academies Trust 
Deb Hines Chair, School Effectiveness Strategy Group  

 
 

1 Apologies for absence 
 

Introductions were made and apologies given.  Sally welcomed James Roberts to the meeting 
and reiterated that KAH were very keen to work with The Education People.   

 
2 Minutes of previous meeting, 22 May 2018 

 
Future PRU provision – meeting to be organised with Matt Dunkley, Sue, Jane and Paul 
Luxmoore.  Keith Abbott pointed out he is not the lead for this, it is Stuart Collins.   
 
ACTION: Meeting to be organised with Matt Dunkley, Sue, Jane, Paul Luxmoore and 
Stuart Collins – Keith Abbott agreed to chase 
 
ACTION: Agenda item for next meeting - Future PRU Provision – Tony/Sharon 
 
Secondary NED – board members to go back to their networks to ask for a representative. 
 
ACTION: Board members to ask for a Secondary NED within their networks – All 
 
West Area School Improvement Subgroup have not yet nominated a school to hold KAH 
funding.   
 
The minutes were agreed as an accurate record. 
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3 Current development of Local Authority 
 

i. Update on development of CYPE – Keith Abbott 
 

Sarah Hammond has been appointed as Director of Integrated Services (Children’s Social 
Work Lead) and Stuart Collins as Director of Integrated Services (Early Help and Preventative 
Services Lead).  These are both permanent appointments. These are new positions, reporting 
to Matt Dunkley and will replace the current positions of Director - Specialist Children’s 
Services; and Director - Early Help and Preventative Services. 

 
SEND High Needs Funding – different options continue to be explored and work with the FE 
sector has been very positive.  

 
Discussions have been held with KSENT focusing on different aspects of SEN and integration 
moving forward.  Keith Abbott agreed to share the briefing that had recently been presented to 
the Select Committee. 

 
ACTION: Share report sent to Select Committee – Keith Abbott 

 
WorthLess Campaign - Sally will send another email to Headteachers asking for Heads to join 
the march to Downing Street.  

 
ACTION: Reminder email to be sent to Headteachers asking them to join march to 
Downing Street – Sally/Sharon 
 
KAH strongly expressed the wish that both KAH and KCC work together and give the same 
message to Headteachers on major issues moving forward. 
 
A paper has been prepared by a group of Special Schools with suggestion on how to solve 
current HNF issues.  Neil will share this with KAH. 
 
ACTION: Paper prepared by a group of Special Schools on HNF issues to be shared - 
Neil 

 
i. Update on Stakeholder and Commissioning Board – the next meeting has not been 
 held, so no update. 

 
iii. Update on development of The Education People – James Roberts 

 
TEP will go live on 1 September and work continues on the contract for schools to show 
exactly what KCC is paying for within the company and what is part of core provision.  James 
Roberts has now joined as CEO, Mirela Holmes is Finance Director and Richard Hallett is 
Director of Organisation & Business Development.  James confirmed he will be attending the 
next round of Area Board meetings. 

 
4 KAH development 2017/18 

 
- Outcomes of Kent OfSTED inspections 2017/18 – Linda Pickles 

 
Linda will summarise the information, including comparable data, and it will be sent out with 
the minutes.  Good plus schools will be tracked from September. 

 
ACTION: Summary to be sent out with the minutes – Linda/Sharon 
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- Acting as a voice for Kent schools – Alan Brookes 
 

Headteachers have asked KAH to voice hard questions on various issues on their behalf.  
KAH has kept PRU provision on the agenda and thoughts and concerns regarding HNF have 
been fed back directly and linked into regional meetings and Headteacher Briefings.   
 
KAH has been involved with out of area LAC by lobbying MPs.   A lot of work was done 
through Costal Academies Trust and the KAH East Area Board.  KAH has been involved with 
the WorthLess campaign and conversations with KCC to ensure a unified front regarding 
funding moving forward. 

 
- Implementation of the Leadership Strategy – Kate Wilson 

 
This is 2 years into a 3-year strategy.  The progress report sent out with the agenda was 
discussed.  The Area School Improvement Subgroups and the School Effectiveness Strategy 
Group’s work has focused on this overarching objective of leadership.  The strategy is driving 
forward on objectives that have been identified and coordinate activity that is starting to 
happen.  54 schools are involved with a 3-year EEF funded trail of EDT’s peer review model, 
the Schools Partnership Programme.  Feedback and examples of good practice will be 
shared. 
 
The conference in November will focus on these objectives, along with a strategic view of 
recruitment and retention.   A piece of work has been commissioned to produce a resource for 
Headteachers which will signpost to good practice for recruitment and retention.   

  
Through Area Boards every new Headteacher is offered support which will include information 
about local networks via their mentor.  Next year networks will be set up focusing on mental 
health and wellbeing with a fixed term opportunity for Heads to come together to share 
practice and look for answers to key issues.  
 
There has been a significant increase in system leaders and work continues on collating a 
directory of system leaders and their areas of expertise.  Area School Improvement Subgroups 
will deploy the system leaders and the SESG will look at what they are doing and track what 
they are being commissioned for and by whom.  

 
ii. Update on securing funding for KAH 2018-20 – Sally Lees and Alan Brookes 

 
Sally and Alan met with Paul Carter and Keith Abbott and discussed the work KAH has carried 
out this year with a reduced level of funding and a much more focused approach to the way 
this money has been used.  KAH is half way to implementing the leadership strategy and if 
that funding stream stopped it would limit what KAH could do to see projects through and it is 
important to have some money going into Area Boards to address issues in their areas.  Paul 
Carter agreed he would talk to Matt Dunkley about additional funding as he was keen to 
support the work of KAH.  Following a meeting with Keith Abbott, Simon Pleace, Sally and 
Alan it was suggested some of the School Improvement intervention fund could be diverted to 
KAH on a commissioned basis and the finer details are currently being discussed.  
 
Action: Sally/Alan to provide costings to KA/SP 

 
The Area School Improvement Subgroups have identified the following as priorities to focus 
on:-   
 
North - working on SEN 
West - focusing on primary maths improvement – sitting alongside a Secondary SSIF bid and 
application for KS2 maths  
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South - focusing on support for schools’ self- evaluation and planning and plans to develop a 
conference to support aspiring leaders 
East are focusing on developing SENCOs with a large-scale conference and Y6-7 transition.   
An approach is being considered for Teaching Assistances, similar to the one used by 
Teaching Schools for SLEs, quality assured by a SLE with SEN specialism to have more 
quality training in the area.   

 
KSENT are focusing on supporting schools’ self-evaluation and planning and developing a 
programme for aspiring leaders.  

 
SESG will draw together learning from these pieces of work and where things have been 
effective and feedback to KAH Executive Committee. 

 
iii. Area Boards 2018-20 

 
A list of current and new members was sent out with the agenda.  New members have been 
invited to the next round of Area Board meetings.   

 
5 Reports / Key Updates 

 
i. Reports from Chairs - no meetings were held in June.  

 
ii. Report on Kent and Medway Teaching Schools Network - Paul Danielsen 

 
Paul tabled an update which was discussed and will be sent out with the minutes.  

 
Action: Update to be sent out with the minutes – Paul/Sharon 

 
iii. KAH Conference 2018 

 
Registration is now open.   It will focus on strategic issues of recruitment and retention, how to 
train the next generation of teachers and what inspires them to teach.  An online resource will 
be created signposting Headteachers to good practice.  Board members were asked to 
encourage colleagues to attend.    

 
Action: Encourage colleagues to attend KAH conference - All 

 
6 Planning for 2018-19 

 
i. Agreement of priorities for KAH Action Plan 2018/19 

 
The board discussed the paper prepared by Kate Wilson which was sent out with the agenda.  
The following will be included:- 
 

• Working with The Education People  

• Teaching and impact leaders can have on teaching and learning in schools – 
  gather good practice and share 

 
ii. Future joint strategy for support of school effectiveness 

 
- Report from Working Group representing KAH, KMTSN, KSENT and the LA – Alan 
 Brookes 

 
All parties were shown a Powerpoint presentation and no objections were received.   KAH was 
happy to sign this off as a joint approach to school improvement.  TEP, and what they can 
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offer, will be included in the document and it will be taken back for discussion as a principle 
document all parties can work towards. 

 
Linda advised validated data for Primary comes out in December.  Linda will confirm with SIAs 
they should contact the school to ask if they are happy to have data shared if support is 
needed. 

 
iii. Next steps for the Leadership Strategy – Kate Wilson 

 
A resource will be developed signposting Headteachers to models of good practice for 
recruitment and retention.  This will be a micro site within the KAH website.  This could be of 
interest to other LAs and will include case studies.  This will continually be updated and be a 
Headteacher led process explaining what strategies they have found useful, how they have 
retained teachers, and national research strategies to manage workload.   

 
7 Items for inclusion on Area Board agendas for July meetings 
 

• Secondary NED 

• WorthLess Campaign 

• James Roberts will attend to discuss TEP 

• KAH Conference  

• Election of Chairs 

• SACRE rep 
 

8 AOB 
 
A list of Headteachers leaving or retiring will be provided so a letter of recognition and thanks 
could be sent.  
 
Action: List of Headteachers leaving or retiring to be provided to KAH Executive Chair 
and Area Board Chairs – Linda  
 
Kate advised Area School Improvement Subgroups are informed about all new Headteachers.  
There is a protocol being written explaining a new Headteacher is contacted by the KAH Area 
Board and gives details of induction, how to book on the conference and how to access a 
buddy appointed by the Area Board.   

 
Kate shared the work of the Kent and Medway maths hub.  The hub is setting up a strategic 
board and a KAH rep was requested to sit on the board.  Anyone interested to contact Kate. 
 
Action: KAH rep requested to sit on Kent and Medway Maths hub strategic board - All 
 
Sally thanked David and Emma as they are stepping down from their roles as Area Board 
Chairs.  Sally presented them with a gift on behalf of the KAH Executive Board for their hard 
work and commitment to KAH.   
 
Sally was presented with a bouquet of flowers as she is also stepping down from her role as 
chair of the KAH Executive Board.  Sally was thanked her for her hard work and commitment 
as chair.   

 
9 Date and venue of next meeting: Thursday 27 September 2018, 2-4pm The Malling 
 School 


